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Astrology.

Solar Return of Varshpal
Through astrologers are well aware that it is the aspects between planets which
has been planets which add detail and definition to a birth chart, there has been no
single work which deals comprehensively with the theory and delineation of
aspects in Vedic Astrology. This book fills a voig by providing a clear and concise
treatment of the subject. The authors have drawn their material from the ancient
and medieval classics of Vedic astrology, preserving the wisdom of the sages as
well as granting their readers a wealth of insight into how the ancient dictums may
be applied to contemporary life.

Phaldeepika (Bhavartha Bodhini)
Universal Self Hindi Teacher
This book examines electoral politics in the state of Punjab, India as it has evolved
since the colonial period. It underlines the emergence of the state as a singular
unit for electoral analysis in the last three decades. This book: Charts the common
trends and developments that have dominated politics in Punjab, and those that
continue to play an important role in the government of the state; Examines state
parties and their leadership in the context of party alliances, campaigns and
electoral verdicts; Presents a comparative study of the assembly and Lok Sabha
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elections held in the state after reorganisation in 1966 with the objective of
highlighting differences in electoral issues taken up by the parties. An important
intervention in the study of state-level politics in India, this book will be of great
interest to students and researchers of politics, especially comparative politics and
political institutions, political sociology and social anthropology, and South Asian
studies.

Numerology For All
Sugam Jyotisha Priveshika
The date, month and year you were born in: that's all you need to know to discover
your future in a matter of minutes! Numerology for All introduces you to the
fascinating world of numbers and shows you how they influence your destiny.
Acquaint yourself with your governing planet and zodiac sign, gain a perspective
into various approaches to numerology, and find out which colours, numbers,
flowers, metals will help you become a success. Numerology for All highlights the
authenticity of the science by giving you examples of events, both mundane and
historical, which have proved the cyclical influence of numbers true. You too can
benefit from this science, and open up a bright new future for yourself!

Aṅka-vidyā (jyotisha).
For the first time, a Tantric scholar and expert in the Hindu traditions of Ayurveda
and astrology presents a system of numerology that combines numerical
calculations, astrological data, and an analysis of body type. He illustrates the
Vedic Square and the visual patterns that can be derived from it, casting a
revealing light on the more esoteric interpretations of numbers and their
relationship to one another. Recommendations are given regarding strong and
weak periods of day or year, favorable colors and precious stones to be worn, and
meditations and mantras to be practiced for health and prosperity. Explains how to
determine the psychic number, name number, and destiny number; how these
numbers relate to each of the nine planets, and how they apply to every aspect of
life--including personality, temperament, intelligence, talents, sexuality,
spirituality, finances, travel, and health.

Astrological Secrets of Friendship, Love and Marriage
First a little background about the book. The moment this book came out in the
market, it became instant bestseller. In fact, there is nothing to be surprised about
it, as the very name of Narayan Dutt Shrimali suggests mastery over the subject,
and any book on palmistry or astrology written by him deserves such reception by
readers. According to palmistry our destiny is imprinted on our palms. The thinnest
line on the palm has its own significance - even a single thread-line is important.
Given the vast scope of the subject, this authoritative book on palmistry contains
all aspects of this ancient art with clear illustrations and completes information in
simple language. The author has given the gist of Indian as well as western views
on palmistry and has maintained the fundamental differences and causes thereof.
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This practical self-learning compendium illustrates more than 240 palmistry
combinations (Yog) which have been thoroughly explained. Not only the common
readers but also experts of astrology and palmistry will also be greatly benefited
by this book.

Aspects in Vedic Astrology
Body Reading
This study traces the growth of the concept of divorce through the Dharmasastra,
custom, case-law and legislation with special reference to the inter-pretation of the
relevant provisions under the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, pointing out how law has
influenced society and vice versa. The work is comparative and presents a picture
of the role played by English judicial precedent in Hindu law. For the legal
profession as well as the student of modern comparative law this book should
prove a valuable compact study.

Bhavishya Janne Ki Saral Vidhi
(Romanised in English): Is bhag ke adhyayon ka vivran is prakar hai-Navam Adhyay
main mandifal ka vistarpurvak vernan kiya gaya hai. Dasham adhyay main
ashtakaverga ka nirupan hai. Jis ashtakaverga ke nirupan main jyotirvidon ne
pustake bhar di hai usi ka sar ismain milega. Kis jataka ka kaun-sa vesh kaisa
jayega-iska is adhyay main vivechan kiya gaya hai. Gyarah se pandrah adhyayon
main bhavfal purnarupen kahe gaye hai. Solahven adhyay main striyon ki
janmkundali ka spasht vivran hai sattrahvein adhyay main kalchakradasha samjhai
gayee hai. Antim atharehvein adhyay main dashafal ka vichar aur anterdasha ka
vistrat vivran diya gaya hai. Vishayvinyas saral evam sugam hai. Sanskrit main
mool shlok, hindi main saurabh-bhashya aur sthan 2 per chakra, koshthaka,
kundaliyan aur talikayein bhi hai.

Electoral Politics in Punjab
How to Judge a Horoscope is a departure from the conventional method of
treatment of astrology. It is a study in the use of Horoscope in every man`s daily
life. The work in two volumes is divided in twelve houses, containing six each in
consecutive order. The twelve houses have reference to the material relation of
soul (jeeva) in its journey from the cradle to the grave. The study of illustrations
(charts) makes every point even the omitted rudimentary principles and rules very
clear and graspable. Vol. I deals with houses I to VI. First House deals with the
beginning of life, childhood, health, physical body and character. Second House
represents family, face, right eye, food, manners and source of death. Third House
rules brothers and sisters, intelligence and other immediate relations. Fourth
House indicates peace of mind, home life, land and ancestral properties,
education, neck and shoulders. Fifth House indicate children, intelligence,
emotions and fame. Sixth House rules over debts, enemies, miseries, sorrows,
illness and disappointments.
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Jyotish Ratnakar
Aspects in Vedic Astrology
Compulsory education in India. [By] K. G. Saiyidain, J. P. Naik,
S. Abid Husain. Progress of compulsory education in India,
1951-1966. [By] Gopesh Kumar Ojha, etc
This is one of the best books on Predictive Astrology. It includes the essence of
Parashar, Jaimini and many more masters. Four hundred and fifty Yogas of
Bhavartha Ratnakar of Shri Ramanuja have been added to befit the title
Phaldeepika; Bhavartha Bodhini. The 28 chapters in the book cover various topics:
the characteristics, house divisions, strength of planets, career, various yogas, raja
yogas, marriage, children, longevity, periodic influence of planets, the effect of
transits and ashtakvargas. The 11th chapter exclusively deals with the nativity of
women; the 22nd chapter gives the interpretations and calculation of the
kalachakra dashas. This english edition also includes many horoscopes, tables and
a glossary of sanskrit and hindi words. The language is easy to understand and
even the beginners after studying this book for a few months will be able to arrive
at the right interpretations and timing of events.

Compulsory Education in India
International Society for Krishna Consciousness and their temple complex in

Jatakādeśamārga : Candrikā
ABOUT THE BOOK:----------------The present book describes the mysteries, i.e. the
hidden Astrological secrets of love, friendship and marriage and when the effects
would fructify. The importance of love, friendship and marriage in life can never be
o

Predictive Astrology of the Hindus
The irresistible second installment in the beloved series that has sold millions of
copies worldwide. Since his first captivating adventure in Hector and the Search for
Happiness, Hector the young French psychiatrist has continued to explore the
mysteries of the human soul. Having found that love seems virtually inseparable
from happiness, he begins taking notes on this powerful emotion. But unbeknownst
to him, Clara, the doctor's beloved, is making her own investigations into love. As
much a love story as a novel about love, Hector and the Secrets of Love is a feelgood life manual wrapped in a globetrotting adventure, told with the blend of a
fairy tale's naïve wisdom and a satirist's dry wit that has won Hector fans around
the world.

Saturn
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Hindu Predictive Astrology
Astrology And You
Jaatakparijaat (Vol. 1) Mool Va Hindi Vyakhya
Bharatiya Lagna Saarni Suryodaya Ya Ishtakala Nikale Bina,
Janam Ke Varsh, Masa, Ta Reekha, Ghanta, Minat Se Lagan
Spashta Karne Ki Saarni
How to Judge a Horoscope
Jataka Parijata
Universal Self Hindi Teacher
Through astrologers are well aware that it is the aspects between planets which
has been planets which add detail and definition to a birth chart, there has been no
single work which deals comprehensively with the theory and delineation of
aspects in Vedic Astrology. This book fills a voig by providing a clear and concise
treatment of the subject. The authors have drawn their material from the ancient
and medieval classics of Vedic astrology, preserving the wisdom of the sages as
well as granting their readers a wealth of insight into how the ancient dictums may
be applied to contemporary life.

Practical Palmistry
Jatakaparijata (Vol.2)
The Art of Matching Charts
Phaladeepika--Bhavarthabodhini
The person depending on the position of different planets at birth horoscope is
created. According to these different yoga positions of the planets are formed.
These formulations have certain consequences, ie fruits, on which the person's life
events - accidents, profit - losses can be easily read. The collection of such
formulations is important. From ancient times to prove their authenticity standing
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formulations author search - search in this book is Sankilat. Power Yoga as many
formulations of the pleasure and high officials of the information is contained.
Similarly, 137 pecuniary formulations meet the sudden wealth, buried - finding
hidden money etc. fame and formulations relating to education, is also described.
Overall, the hierarchical classification of 891 formulations and important questions
of life. #v&spublishers

Astro Equations for Specific Professions
Bhrigu Samhita (Predictive Techniques Deciphered)
relationships between Westerners and Indians. He demonstrates that social

Uttarakalamrita
Predictive Astrology of the Hindus
Hector and the Secrets of Love
Phaladīpikā
Matching of charts for marriage is a very important area of astrology. Matching
becomes indispensable if we realise that there are more factors than meet the eye
that go to make a marriage not only happy but also lasting. This volume on the
important subject of horoscope matching is meant to give a correct idea of the
complex process involved in it. It is a complete and comprehensive guide to the
intricate art of matching charts. Nowhere in the world except, perhaps, in India
have marriages survived lifelong for generations. This is solely because marriages
are made on astrological factors. For the first time ever, this book tells you what
actually constitutes matching of charts and how to go about it. It shows you how to
overcome the situation when charts show marriage breakdown due to: premuture
death, severe incompatibility, mental and psychological aberrations, loss of
spouse, infidelity. It contains practical examples from the author`s case studies on:
good matching, poor matching, dosharidden matching, dosha-free matching. This
book is a compilation of author`s editorials that have appeared earlier in The
Astrological Magazine. The illustrations and the questions and answers are
additional and aimed at clearing some common doubts usually encountered while
matching charts will help in removing many misconceptions on the subject
amongst the laymen and in educating the students on the complex art of
matching.

Aspects in Vedic Astrology
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Numerology
There are many books on Hindu astrology. However their perusal is a problem,
particularly for the lay readers who do not know Sanskrit. Therefore the author has
presented in this book the quintessence of predictive Hindu astrology in a medium
understood worldwide. Hindu astrology is sidereal. But in the West most of the
astrologers base their calculations and inferences on the tropical zodiac. To cater
to their needs and to enable them to convert a tropical zodiac. To cater to their
needs and to enable them to convert a tropical chart into a sidereal one, the
author has all through provided instructions so that the students and scholars of
the West may take full advantage of this textbook. While sticking mainly to the
Western terminology, he has utilized essential Hindu terminology where no single
word in English could have conveyed the full import of the technical term in
Sanskrit. Those who are beginners will find that in perusing this book they can start
from the scratch and ascend gradually to the high pinnacles of delineation and
judgement. Those who are already acquainted with the subject will find many new
rules and the discussions enlightening. Review(s) About the Author(s) Pandit
Gopesh Kumar Ojha, one of the best astrologers in the world, was a great scholar
and pioneer in writing books on vedic Astrology, physiology, palmistry and various
branches of samudrica shastra.

Triphala Jyotish Ke Sushloka Shatak, Shatmanjari Rajayoga
Tatha Veda Jataka Granthon Ki Hindi Vyakhya
It gives me immense pleasure to bring forth the second revised edition of my
highly cherished work of Bhrigu Samhita, an ancient and unique treatise in
predictive astrology. I was equally elated and feel ecstatic for having received
encouraging as well as critical responses from the esteemed and avid readers. It
deference to their valuable suggestions and also some ambiguity pointed by them,
I have revised some part of the chapter on “Basic Astrology” and also brought
about improvement and amplifications in certain parts of the analyses of various
charts wherein the evolved principles which are specifically important in
delineating horoscopes on the format of Bhrigu Samhita are further explained. This
was done with a view to make the explanations more cogent in comprehend. This
will also address the concern sown by the valued readers in some places of earlier
narrations.
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